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Abstract—In the past few years there has been an impressive
number of proposals for application-specific overlays or peer-
to-peer networks. However the procedure to bootstrap peers in
those networks has remained an under-researched topic, typically
left as an implementation detail.
In this paper, we first study the performance of history
lists, a common decentralised bootstrap mechanism used in P2P
applications. We then investigate how some lightweight network
support, such as Ephemeral State, could help build a P2P
application that would not depend on any centralised mechanism
to discover other peers.
Index Terms—computers network, peer-to-peer computing,
Internet, bootstrapping, ephemeral state
I. INTRODUCTION
N
OT so long ago, application designers were naturally
thinking of how much would cost the server to support
the number of clients they were envisioning. Deploying an
impressive weaponry of load balancers and replicating sys-
tems, the monolithic servers have then turned into distributed
systems that can cope with higher loads at lower cost. On
the other side of the connection, however, the clients have
remained blissfully ignorant of that process until the uprise of
peer-to-peer (P2P) systems.
Nowadays, structured peer-to-peer[14] variants, and Dis-
tributed Hash Tables (DHT, [3], [4], [9]) in particular, seem
to have unlimited applications and are seen in proposals for
document preservation[5], multicast streaming [2] and even
new network infrastructure [8] or routing [12], [13]. We can
thus envision that DHT will greatly influence the design of
new autonomic network architectures, e.g. as an integral part
of name resolution or monitoring mechanisms. One major
problem to be solved in these systems, before we can depend
on them for network architecture, is how to bootstrap them. To
the question “How do you find a contact node in the overlay
to join?”[18], the answer is too often “leave that to the end-
user”.
In other contexts, that problem of communication bootstrap-
ping is typically solved by a designated router on the local
network advertising e.g. the local entry point to a distributed
database (such as DNS server advertised through DHCP). But
peer-to-peer networks are not part of the architecture and there
is apparently no incentive for network operator to advertise
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the closest machine member of every possible P2P network –
which may not even be in their own network.
In this work, we have studied the solutions proposed for P2P
bootstrapping in existing implementations, aiming for a fully
decentralised and self-configuring mechanism. As reported in
section II, we mostly found a collection of hacks working
around the lack of a proper support from the Internet architec-
ture: ultimately, either the user will have to provide a contact
node, or the software vendor will have to provision a server
to process every bootstrap request.
We thus propose to use a lightweight extension of the router
model – Ephemeral State Store[17] that offer time-limited
storage of key/value pairs. In that extended architecture[16],
special packets may use the publicly available storage on
routers to advertise or look up for addresses of community
members.
In section III, we propose a model of a commonly used
bootstrapping mechanism (history lists) in which nodes try
to join the community by contacting nodes that were their
neighbours in the previous session. We also propose metrics
to evaluate the performance of that mechanism under varying
network conditions. We then show how the presence of “ac-
tive” routers featuring an ephemeral store may improve the
performance of that method in section IV.
We then give the reader an overview of how our proposal
could bootstrap freshly installed nodes without requiring an
initial list of peers in section V.
II. JOINING A PEER-TO-PEER NETWORK
In virtually all peer-to-peer applications, the operation of
joining the network is separated into two steps:
1) find a contact node (or bootstrapping peer);
2) use that contact node to locate your neighbours in the
network.
Depending on the desired network properties, the process of
locating neighbours will of course vary, involving e.g. search-
ing nodes with an identifier close to yours, detecting peers in
your physical vicinity, etc. The incoming peer therefore needs
a way to probe its current neighbourhood and ask peers for
their neighbours list, in order to compare them and improve
its own set.
The role of the contact node in this process is to provide
the incoming peer an initial set of peers so that it can start
this incremental neighbourhood selection. Most (if not all)
architecture papers consider the location of that contact node
as an implementation issue and assume the joining algorithm
already has an “entry point” in the network.
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There are different techniques implemented to locate that
contact node, but none of them are fully satisfactory:
user knows: the application expects the user to provide the
location of another running node to join, and provide a
way for starting a ’stand alone’ node. This is for instance
the case in Chord[3].
static node: the application is bundled with a few addresses
(or DNS names) of machines that will handle the boot-
strap process. These machines (known as pong servers
in the gnutella network[1]) will register every peer and
reply with a list of peers that are believed to be still alive.
The obvious drawback is that as soon as the pong server
is put offline, the application simply stops working.
address-encoded: the user gives the application data that
contain the address of the pong server to be used. This
is for instance the case of the BitTorrent protocol[6]
where a .torrent file contains both metadata of what
you will download, and the location of the tracker that
will be your “pong server”. However, the .torrent
file needs to be transmitted through some off-line means
(e.g. using mails, newsgroups or a website) and there
is no collaboration between peers downloading different
contents.
pool service Jelasity et al. [20] suggest that a pool of potential
peers should be maintained by a separate distributed ser-
vice. While this allows quick spawning of P2P topologies
from a set of stable nodes (interesting in the case of
Grid computing), they still rely on off-line mechanisms
to include the node into the pool in first place.
history file: rather than relying on some external pong server,
each peer could store the list of neighbours it identified
in the last session and try to reconnect to them (this is
the case e.g. in FreeNet[7]). Depending on how long
your system has spent offline, the size of that history
and how dynamic the network is in general[11], this
technique might offer fair performance or turn into a
total nightmare. The actual success of the application will
strongly depend on the presence of super peers that are
running 24/7 at fixed IP address and on a mechanism to
identify super peers in that history.
An intriguing alternative[18] suggests the use of a DHT
(the Universal Ring) to associate identifiers of service DHTs
with a list of contact nodes for that specific DHT. The authors
advocate that the Universal Ring, being more widely supported
that application-specific overlay, could be more easily located
and could become part of the network architecture itself.
The techniques suggested to locate nodes of the Universal
Ring are however not more convincing than what we found
in other literature. Moreover, the proper operation of the
Universal Ring requires that each member of the ring and each
service obtain a digital certificate for their private key, which
is – in our humble opinion – only practical in very restricted
deployment scenarios.
III. HISTORY FILE PROCESSING
Among those mechanisms, bootstrapping based on history
files is the only one that is truly decentralised. This section
Figure 1. The UML state transition model of the peers
presents a model of this process along with performance
indicators that we will use through the rest of this paper.
The reader should stay aware of the major inherent draw-
back of history processing: it requires an initial list. For
machines that have been running at least one session, joining
the network again is only a matter of patience, but for those
system on which we just installed the P2P software, we need
some out-of-band mechanisms to obtain a history. We will first
assume that we have “imported” that initial list (e.g. shared
by e-mail, from a friend inviting the user to join, or retrieved
from a web search). We will see later in section V how we
could bypass this requirement.
A. The Community Model
The community is made of a collection of peers that are
connected to the Internet via a specific stub AS. Each peer
belongs to a given class that defines its average online and
offline time (e.g. “stud” nodes that are online for 2 out of 22
hours, “home” nodes that are online for 2 out of 14 hours
and “desk” nodes that are online for 8 hours out of 24).
We assumed here that, for a world-wide deployed system,
we could reasonably consider that nightly shutdown have no
globally observable effects.
Each peer’s behaviour is defined by the state transition
diagram of Fig. 1. When a peer enters or leaves the “offline”
state, it will pick a random duration d before it leaves or
returns to that state. As soon as the machine is powered up,
it will contact peers in its history list (“connecting” state)
observing a random pause dy between each attempt1. Since we
want to avoid a partitioning of the whole peer-to-peer network,
we only consider that a neighbour has been found when we
manage to contact a node that is in “connected” state. When
a peer has scanned its whole list without managing to contact
anyone, it will enter the “delayed” state where it remains
inactive for a short time interval before it tries scanning its
list again.
Note that the system is greedy in the sense that a peer that
has already found a neighbour will continue processing the
rest of the list and the neighbour list of its neighbours. At
shutdown, the peer will only keep a fixed amount of addresses
in its history list (typically set to 10 in our experiments) and it
will prefer long-established neighbours over other addresses.
1dy follows an exponential distribution around an average delay of 5
minutes, which we selected to approximate the timeout of a TCP connection
establishment
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Note too that the value of d is the intended session length.
When the system is in the “connecting” state, we added
a random return to “offline” modelling the behaviour of a
frustrated user who connected his machine mainly with the
idea of using the peer-to-peer system and just powers it off
because the service is too long to set up.
In the following text, we will use the term “online” to
refer to peers that are in one of “connecting”, “connected”
or “delayed” state.
B. Bootstrap Quality Indicators
In a typical simulation of the community we described,
we start with a predefined amount N0 of online peers. After
a progression phase, the system will oscillate around the
“equilibrium” amount of online peers onth which can be
derived from the online and offline time. F.i. when only desk










where N is the total amount of peers and α is the ratio of
desk nodes among them (uA and dA being respectively the
average time spent online and offline in minutes).
In order to compare the quality of different bootstrap
mechanisms, we measure the following indicators:
failed attempts: this is the ratio between the unsuccessful
attempts and the total amount of connection attempts, that
is, those who contact a machine that is down, that is not
connected to the community yet, or an identifier that is
no longer (or not yet) associated with a machine that can
join the community.
frustration ratio: is the ratio between the number of sessions
aborted before their scheduled “ontime” expires (e.g. due
to a bored user) and the total amount of sessions in the
simulation.
bootstrap efficiency: measures the percentage of the time






For most indicators, the progression phase exhibits different
values than the oscillation (equilibrium) phase. There are thus
two kinds of scenario we might study:
bootstrapping: We initiate the community with a small
amount of connected nodes which are all aware of one
another (e.g. through coordinated configuration) and then
study whether (and how fast) the whole community can
reach the “equilibrium” phase. This allows us to simulate
to what extent history-based peer bootstrapping is viable
as the sole mechanism for a peer-to-peer community.
survival: We initiate the community with a number of con-
nected nodes that is close to onth and study how long
this “equilibrium” can be maintained. This can be used
to simulate the history-based peer bootstrapping as a
fallback mechanism when another system (e.g. a pong
server) suddenly becomes unavailable. Due to the lack
of a global rendez-vous point for the community, the
Figure 2. (left) Average number of online and connected peers for different
values of the theoretical onth parameter. (right) Efficiency and frustration
ratio varying with the onth
uA, dA uB , dB α onth len eff
H+S 120,720 120,1200 0.387 110.1 94 0.43
D+S(alt) 480,960 120,1200 0.082 109.9 112 0.57
H+D 120,720 480,960 0.958 150.0 109 0.75
S+D(alt) 120,1200 480,960 0.750 150.7 151.4 0.81
Table I
COMPARING EFFICIENCY IN TWO SIMULATIONS WITH IDENTICAL onth ,
BUT DIFFERENT MEAN SESSION LENGTH (len); α IS THE PORTION OF
NODES OF TYPE A IN (1). UP AND DOWN TIMES GIVEN IN MINUTES.
network can remain “online” only as long as at least two
members remain connected. If we enter a state where
the last connected member goes offline, any connection
attempt will fail and the community will not recover.
C. Behaviour on a “Regular” Network
Intuitively, the probability of a successful contact will
depend on the amount of connected peers, which itself depends
on the amount of online peers. In turn, a high success
probability will increase the number of connected peers and
therefore reduce the probability of anticipated poweroff.
We ran a sequence of experiments with a 1000-peer com-
munity, varying the amount of “stud”, “home” and “desk”
machines to explore values of onth ranging from 90 to
165 online nodes on average per simulation. The number of
connected peers at the start of each simulation has been set to
match onth for that specific setup, allowing us to have more
accurate results on a relatively short (2000 minutes) time span.
We can see on Fig. 2, however, that the actual number of online
peers may be up to 17% below the expected onth, which can
be explained by the fact that the formula for onth doesn’t take
into account anticipated poweroffs.
As the theoretical number of online peers increases, we
can see that the frustration ratio decrease from 19% to 3%,
which is accompanied by a more accurate approximation of
the actual average of online peers by onth. A few additional
experiments with a home:desk ratio of 5:5, 3:7 and 1:9 (leading
to onth values of 237, 275 and 313 respectively) confirmed
the progression we observed. With an average of 313 online
machines, the efficiency reaches 97% and the frustration ratio
tends towards 0, which makes the relative error on onth of
only 2%.
We repeated the experiment using only machines from
“stud” and “desk” class, and report the result in the “(alt)”
data series of Fig. 2. While the average number of online
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peers for these simulations is virtually identical to the figures
obtained with “stud+home” and “desk+home” mixing of the
previous simulations, the alternate simulations exhibit a higher
efficiency. We then investigated the mean session length (see
table III-C), which revealed as expected a longer mean session
in the alternate simulations. This mean that, for identical
average community size, it is preferable to have fewer “better
peers” if they have a longer average session length.
One should note that in both simulations, efficiency and
frustration can be directly expressed as a linear function
of the probability of a successful connection attempt. This
confirms our a priori feeling that we should try to improve
the probability of a successful “hello” if we want to improve
the overall system performance.
IV. ACTIVE DOMAINS BOOSTING P2P
A simple way to increase the chances for a hello message to
be successful is to make it more capable of detecting running
peers on its way. With regular IP processing, a “hello” packet
will test only one machine and will be successful only if that
machine is connected2. If instead the “hello” packet could be
distributed to all the machines running in a given domain (e.g.
all the clients of one ISP), our chances of having a positive
answer will become:
P (success) = 1− (1− P (conn))N
P(success) probability of a successful reply if the packet is
targeted to a machine in domain D.
P(conn) probability for a machine of D of being connected.
We assume in this formula that the domain D is homo-
geneous and that all its clients have an equal probability
of being member of the community.
N is the number of clients in domain D that have already
been members of the community.
Such a technique, however, would lead to excessive unso-
licited traffic. We can still achieve similar improvement with
substantially less overhead if edge routers of the ISP domain
are capable of storing information about which of its clients
are member of the community. Such an ISP is then called
an active domain, and the community members connected
through it are said to be active peers if their software is capable
of periodically sending active packets that store their address
on the border router.
In the following simulations, we model an active domain
as a domain on which it is possible to issue a probe that
will return the address of a random peer in the community
that is client of that domain. Even a successful probe that
returns an address does not immediately cause a transition to
the connected state. Rather, the address is pushed at the head
of the ’pending list’, and will be processed as the next peer
to probe.
There are two situations where a peer can benefit from the
active routers support: either it could have the address of an
“active peer” in his history list, or it could be itself a client of
an active domain and do a ’local probe’ for connected peers.
2in that case, we simply have P (success) = P (conn)
Figure 3. The WASP router, illustrating location of ESS/filter components
around the routing core and allowed data movements in the virtual processor
(VPU).
The results presented in the following sections assume that
both probing mechanisms (i.e. local and remote) are in use.
Our early simulations with remote probing only showed that
adding local probes does improve efficiency, but only by a few
percent.
Note that the above formula only holds for domains where
P (conn) of clients is independent. This won’t be the case,
for instance, if D is a geographically concentrated area and if
all machines in D observe similar nightly shutdowns – such
as in a corporate network[15]. It should be considered as a
theoretical upper bound on P (success) rather than a way to
predict it. Note too, that it is the probability of a successful
connection attempt given that the packet is sent to an active
domain. We should thus moderate it with the probability that
an entry in the history list is a client of an active domain.
A. WASP : Our Lightweight Active Framework
Compared to most of the active network frameworks pro-
posed in the last years, the support we require from the net-
work in this paper is extremely modest. The most elementary
requirement is the presence of a publicly available state store
on the active router where packets could resolve a community
name (or its hash, the community key K) into an address (or
a short list of addresses) of community members.
In our test-bed implementation, we have opted for an
ephemeral store [17] associated with a filtering component at
each network interface on the router. A packet that crosses the
router can request processing only on the component attached
with its incoming and outgoing interfaces (see Fig. 3). In
the resulting platform (WASP: World-friendly Active packets
for ephemeral State Processing [16]), the filter component
evaluates whether packets received or transmitted through their
associated interface contains a WASP bytecode program and
interprets it as needed.
The program can mainly lookup or modify entries in the
Ephemeral State Store (ESS) using keys included in the packet,
write back computation result in the packet’s “scratch” area
and perform basic computations. It will also tell the router
whether the packet should be dropped, forwarded, or returned
anticipatively to its source – which will be useful in our case
where the destination might just be powered off.
Using this framework, the peer discovery protocol could be
implemented with two (simple) WASP programs:
peer_adv(K, addr) this packet is sent periodically by
community members to a random peer. When processed
on an outgoing interface, it will try to add its source
address addr to the list maintained under key K in the
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ESS. If the list is full, it will return to its source where
it could trigger a self-regulation mechanism (see below).
peer_probe(K) this is the probe packet sent together with
connection attempts to the addresses mentioned in a
history list. When processed on an interface, it will look
for a list of peer in the ESS and copy the addresses into
packet’s “scratch” area. It will return to its source if any
address has been found and goes on its way otherwise.
A peer that bootstraps will first issue a local probe that
looks for a WASP router with membership information in
its local domain (e.g. using a random target address and a
small TTL). Then, together with the connection establishment
attempts for each address in the history list, the peer issues
a remote probe that will come back if the community key is
found in a router on the path to the probed address. The same
peer_probe() program executed on the outgoing interface
of the source’s domain or on the incoming interface of the
destination’s domain can implement local or remote probe
respectively.
On each WASP router, we only need one entry (32 bytes)
per community, independently of the number of peers that are
members of this community. Each entry should be refreshed
at least once per “ephemeral period” τ (typically 10 seconds),
and preferably by drawing a random delay uniformly between
τ/2 and τ to approach the random peer selection mechanism
mentioned in the model.
While a single hardware context on a modest network
processor is reported to handle about 200,000 ESS requests
per second [19], thus potentially supporting up to 2 million
members in a single domain like a charm, it is clear that it
would be preferable to use the feedback information provided
by returned peer_adv to estimate the amount of local peers
and adapt advertisement period accordingly.
Similarly, if we have each online peer issuing one probe
every 5 minutes on average, a single hardware context could
handle aggregated requests for around 63 millions peers, in
the unlikely event that they all probed an address behind our
router. Still, even a simple network processor such as the
IXP1200 used in [19] could use up to 16 hardware contexts
for WASP packets processing, and we could easily offload the
egress router by adding WASP processing on access routers
too.
B. Keeping the Community Running
In these simulations, we will investigate the benefit of active
networks during a “survival” scenario. 1000 nodes are first
randomly assigned to the different domains which are then
randomly “activated” to reach 100 active peers3. All the fol-
lowing simulations use a population of 950 “home” machines
and 50 “desk” machines and are started with onth = 150
connected peers. Each simulation set contains 20 independent
runs of 2000 minutes.
regular This is our “reference” simulations set, with no active
peers. As detailed in the previous section, this leads to
3As a side effect of this policy, we will experience a higher variance in





























Figure 4. plotting the amount of online and connected peers over time in a
regular (left) and an active (right) simulation
an average of 106 connected peers, a system efficiency
of 75% and a frustration ratio of 4%.
act:med This set has on average 103 active peers and an
average domain size of 20 peers. It leads to an average
of 128 connected nodes and improved efficiency of 87%.
We can also notice the low frustration ratio of 0.99%
act:small In this set, we have on average 100 active peers and
an average domain size of 10 peers, which leads to 125
connected nodes and system efficiency of 86%. Smaller
domains thus clearly offer more modest performance
boost over the “regular” network, but still, this remains
clearly a boost over the reference set.
act:huge Here we have only one active domain whose size
is on average 113 peers, resulting in an average of 130
connected nodes and system efficiency of 89%. It also
has the lowest frustration ratio of 0.66%.
All the active simulations thus outperform the reference
simulations, be it by the size of the community they manage
to maintain, the number of anticipatively terminated sessions
(e.g. frustrated users), or the amount of time required to get
connected to the system. These performance gains still hold
with a population of 2000 peers as long as other parameters are
also scaled accordingly (e.g. 200 active peers and preserving
the average domain size).
It should also be mentioned that, for the user starting his
machine, the improvement of “only” 14% in efficiency in our
simulations implies an application that is ready for use twice
faster.
C. Getting the Community Running
Now that we know the average number of connected peers
that the system is able to maintain in various settings of active
domains, we can compare how fast the system reaches its
“cruise level”. The following simulations have been started
with relatively few (N0 = 30) connected machines (that could
e.g. be the set of systems that has been up during the week-
end), and let the system evolve to restore its equilibrium.
Table II summarises the result we obtain for those sim-
ulations. For each setting, it shows the average amount of
connected peers the system can sustain (as measured in section
IV-B) and the average time needed to reach that level for the
first time (tsust). The value of tsust identifies a “knee” point
on the curve where the system has reached its equilibrium and
now oscillates around the average value. We also measured
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sust postavg t80 t100 tsust
regular 106 108 607 815 943
act:small 125 129 263 348 676
act:med 128 131 196 265 562
act:huge 130 131 150 226 584
Table II
NUMBER OF CONNECTED PEERS AT EQUILIBRIUM (sust), AFTER
EQUILIBRIUM LEVEL HAS BEEN REACHED (postavg), AND TIME (IN
MINUTES) REQUIRED TO REACH 80, 100 AND sust CONNECTED PEERS.
the actual average value past the knee point (that is, for t in
tsust . . . 2000), as reported in the postavg column
4. So not only
the active routers can help having more nodes connected on
Mondays morning, but it can also cut to 60% the time required
to rebuild the community (tsust) in the regular network. If we
are rather interested in how fast each setting can reach an
arbitrary value, we can see in columns t80 and t100 that even
the less optimistic scenario (act:small, with an average of 10
members per active domain) is more than twice as fast as the
regular network, and that with larger active domains, we can
even be 4 times faster.
Another benefit brought by active networking here is the
size of the initial set required to actually bring the community
connected. We reproduced the experiment with (N0 =) 25, 20,
15, 10 and 5 machines initially connected to see how many
of the 20 simulations could still “take off” and grow to the
expected equilibrium value. Indeed, if new peers cannot find
those “initial members” quickly, the initial members them-
selves might disconnect and we will end with an “aborted”
community where no one can connect anymore.
With a regular system, things starts getting wrong with
N0 = 20, where 10% of the simulations aborted, and further
degrades so that with N0 = 12, we have less than 50% chance
of seeing the community taking off. On the other side, a system
with 100 active peers in a configuration similar to act:med
could still take off in all simulations with N0 = 12 and gives
90% and 60% of chances of a successful take off with N0 = 10
and N0 = 5 respectively.
D. Other Affecting Parameters
The important random variable through these simulations is
the probability of finding an online machine in a given time
period T . The different scenarios we investigate in this section
all alter the ’default’ probability.
It is clear, too, that this probability depends on how many
different addresses we can test during period T . The delay
between two connection attempts, for instance, directly in-
fluences the percentage of time spent online, regardless of
whether or not we have active nodes.
Note that, in most implementations, the peer will scan
several addresses in parallel. There is however, a maximum
amount of attempts that we could do on a given platform,
meaning that e.g. we could have an average number of scanned
nodes on a τ time slice that is k times higher than what
we observe in our simulations. Simulation results can still be
4We can observe here that postavg is systematically slightly above the
average of section IV-B, which could be due to the shorter runs not being
able to compensate for the oscillations amplitude
act. \Pdyn 0% 10% 20% 30% 50% 70%
0% 72.4 67.9 64.7 58.3 33.3 20.3
5% 83.4 81.6 79.8 78.3 68.5 51.0
10% 86.3 85.6 85.1 84.7 80.8 74.7
20% 90.2 90.1 90.0 89.3 86.2 85.7
Table III
IMPACT OF DYNAMIC ADDRESSING ON SYSTEM EFFICIENCY FOR VARIOUS
RATIO OF ACTIVE DOMAIN SUPPORT.
applied to such a system if we assume that the individual
probability for a node to be online is actually k times lower
in the real system than in the simulation (e.g. a given node
doesn’t connect 2 hours every day, but rather 2 hours every k
days).
E. Dynamic Addressing vs. Active Domains
So far, we have assumed through all our tests that a peer
leaving the system and then joining it again will always reuse
the same address. However, an increasingly high number of
ISPs only offer dynamic addressing to their clients: every time
a machine connects to the Internet, it will receive one of the
addresses from the ISP pool, that it will keep during its whole
session, but chances are very slim that the same address is
allocated twice in a row to the same machine, especially hours
after the last session.
In the following simulations, peers have probability Pdyn of
being client of a dynamic domain. Those domains will assign
a new address to their clients every time they connect.
If we assume that the community members (both online
and offline) represent a fraction k of the number of addresses
available in the domain’s pool, there is now a probability (1−
k).Pdyn that an address we find in our history list no longer
corresponds to a peer, but that it rather has been reallocated
to a machine that doesn’t run the P2P software.
The first row in table III shows the efficiency of the P2P
community with Pdyn varying from 0.1 to 0.7 and k being
fixed to 0.1 (i.e. the size of each dynamic domain’s pool is
10 times its number of peers5) without any active router. As
we can see, the system efficiency quickly degrades when we
add more dynamic domains. We also observed a significant
degradation of the frustration ratio and the average community
size.
On the other side, adding active networks results in an
improvement of the bootstrap efficiency and other studied
parameters. Moreover, it is not important to have a high
number of active domains to obtain a significant effect: 5
percent of domains being active is enough to gain 11% of
bootstrap efficiency, but we need half the domains to be active
if we want to gain another 11% of efficiency.
It is interesting to note that a dynamic domain that is capable
of storing information for active packets will behave here like
a static, active domain. Indeed, the fact that new addresses are
allocated every time a node connects is compensated by the
5While there are typically almost more clients than addresses in an ISP
that does dynamic addressing, it would be utopian to assume all those clients
already run our P2P software
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fact we can obtain the address of a community member (if
any) using any address previously seen in that domain.
Moreover, as depicted in Table III, the presence of a few
active domains in the system can compensate the degradation
resulting from the presence of dynamic domains. Even with
only 10% of the domains supporting the active packets, we can
almost annihilate that degradation and keep the same efficiency
regardless of the amount of dynamic domains in the network.
There is a new phenomenon that appears with Pdyn > 0.4.
Some of the nodes might end up with only unassigned
addresses in their history list6, meaning that they have virtually
no chances of connecting to the peer-to-peer network. From
Pdyn = 0.7, the phenomenon can no longer be neglected since
it will affect on average 2% of the members – a value that will
quickly grow over 25% of the members when Pdyn = 0.9.
Note that even in extreme conditions such as Pdyn = 0.9,
where a regular network couldn’t maintain the community
alive for more than a couple of hours, the presence of 10% of
active peers allows the system to survive for arbitrarily long
time, although with a degraded efficiency (around 66%) and a
significant number of nodes that might end up with a useless
history list (18%, against 26% without active nodes).
Indeed, the community model only takes into account the
age of a neighbour when it picks the addresses it will archive
in its history list for the next run. While an active address has
more chance to be kept from one run to the other, the address
from an active disconnected peer will not be preferred over
a dynamic, connected peer, although the latter will likely be
useless in the next run.
V. AVOID THE NEED FOR AN INITIAL LIST
So far, we have illustrated that exchanging member ad-
dresses at active routers could help the peer-to-peer community
to recover from unusually low activity and that its efficiency
can be boosted through the improved probability of a success-
ful connection attempt.
Still, there is a major drawback of history-based peer-
to-peer systems we haven’t addressed yet: the need for an
initial history list. An instance of the P2P software freshly
installed on a machine has no other system to connect to. Most
existing system will overcome this through off-line process to
obtain this list, such as publishing it on a forum or manual
transmission through e-mails. In this section, we will review
a collection of techniques enabled by the presence of WASP
in the network that could avoid that need.
First, when the new machine’s ISP runs WASP routers,
we might build our initial list by looking for other peers
in our own domain. Picking a random destination address
and sending a probe should be sufficient here to hit the
border router on which other peers of the same domain have
advertised their address. Relying only on this automatic setup
might work well when the software is actually “pushed” by
the ISP (such as a GRID platform promoted by the managers
of the domain), but it will generally be frustrating for lambda
users downloading some P2P software regardless of whether
6the simulator considers an address unassigned when it belongs to the pool
of a dynamic domain, but not currently assigned to any member of this domain
their ISP supports WASP or not and whether there is already
a sufficient user base in their vicinity.
We can envision another successful deployment scenario if
the software vendor can afford setting up a WASP router at
the entry point of his own network domain. In that case, the
software can be designed so that, as a last option, it probes
the vendor’s domain for some initial contact node. One might
valuably argue, though, that this is no different from running
a pong server from an architectural point of view.
The good thing WASP routers offer here is that all we need
to find is active domains that contain members, not members
themselves. If the vendor cannot upgrade to WASP routers but
WASP is sufficiently spread on the network, he could simply
run a scanning software that would probe all ISPs and include
a list of active domains as the “initial peers list” for the shipped
software.
If we want to build a peer-to-peer system based solely on
history lists, as opposed to systems where that list is just the
most scalable and preferable mechanism before we fall back
to a pong server, it is clear that we need an additional way
of rebuilding the list when it is empty or useless. Once again,
thanks to the presence of WASP router, the process of scanning
the network for other peers is greatly simplified by the fact that
we simply have to send a packet to any address (even if not
currently assigned to a running machine) of an active domain
where another peer is running to get a match. Knowing that,
we can opt for different techniques that will gather addresses
to test:
netstat: The P2P application might periodically run a netstat-
like tool to learn the current connections the hosting
system has with other machines, then send probes to those
locations to see whether peers can be found.
web browsing: Rather than waiting for the user to establish
connections, we might import the history of previous
connections from e.g. the user’s browser. We can then
build a list of destination addresses out of the URLs and
check if we can see any active router.
address book: Another potential source of peer addresses
would be the address book of the user’s mailing applica-
tion. Out of “John.Smith@BigISP.com”, we can extract
the IP block associated with “BigISP.com” and send
active probes to see whether there are online peers in
that location.
The drawback with the “web browsing” approach is that
there are unfortunately little chance that popular web servers
are co-located with potential peers. There is a way an active
“server” site could be helpful if it is popular enough. Indeed,
we could technically use a website like slashdot or google
as a rendez-vous for machines looking for a peer to join
(which might visit the site too). It would however require the
community to pro-actively scan for active routers frequently
visited by users and to maintain ephemeral state present by
periodically refreshing on routers that would otherwise never
carry traffic for our P2P activities.
Comparatively, the “address book” scheme is more likely
to point us to domains that host users rather than services.
With a simple component filtering out most frequent webmail
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providers, we can concentrate our search efforts on parts of
the network that could be running compatible P2P software.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
It is our belief that the currently existing peer-to-peer
applications lack a scalable, robust and user-friendly way to
let peers join the network, be it for the first or the nth time.
We have however no doubt that peer-to-peer technology has
now given enough proofs of its potential and that we are likely
to see more and more applications and architectures involving
P2P networks in the future.
Through this work, we have shown that small modifications
inspired by active networking research would allow a signif-
icant improvement of P2P system performance, and that it
might even allow us to distribute peer-to-peer software without
having to dedicate online resource to support it.
As we detailed in our previous work[16], we already have
a working prototype of our router extension for the Linux
kernel. Basing on the code from the ESP project[19], we
are currently busy porting it to the Intel IXP2400 network
processor to demonstrate the feasibility of custom ephemeral
state processing at wire speeds up to 1Gbps on each interface.
In section II, we mentioned the two-phased nature of
joining a peer-to-peer system. The second phase (neighbours
selection) is oversimplified in our simulations, and while we
have good hope that our proposal could equally apply to
e.g. a Chord ring, we still need additional simulations with
an enhanced model taking into account ring maintenance
algorithms to validate our belief.
Finally, the approaches for initial list avoidance presented
in section V clearly need more research before getting con-
vincing. We have however good faith that they can be use-
ful building blocks of a heuristic technique which – given
sufficient WASP support from the participating domains –
could strongly reduce the number of cases where installing
the software requires extra user intervention.
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